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Non-competitive interests are no competition for ‘Market Europe’: does 

EU competition law hamper civil society’s political rights?  

1. Introduction  

Private firms increasingly undertake quasi-governmental activities. This is true for cooperation 

between international firms, but also for various national initiatives of inter-firm cooperation. Firms 

thus seem to have assumed quasi-political responsibilities and have, for example, played a role in 

environmental protection, protection of animal welfare and combatting low wages throughout the 

world. This is, of course, not a separate movement. Increasingly, national governments, regional 

unions, the OECD, and even the United Nations are engaging in the debate on the role of firms in 

society and various parties have called for public engagement and Responsible Business Conduct 

(RBC) of private firms.2 In analysing this shift some have even argued that business firms have simply 

become ‘political actors’.3  

Though this phenomenon is, in itself, interesting for the bEU-citizen work package on political rights, 

our contribution will focus on a specific issue that results from this shift: the tension that occurs 

between such (semi-) political action of private firms on the one hand and European competition law 

on the other hand. Indeed, RBC-initiatives, especially when coordinated between different firms, 

may well land into competition law trouble. European competition law – as one of the cornerstones 

of internal market law – protects the process of competition, the market mechanism, the free flow 

of goods and services and ultimately enhances (consumer)welfare through growth and innovation.4 

Therefore, competition law prohibits firms from entering into cartel-agreements and it places a 

check on economic dominance, by articulating the special responsibility of dominant undertakings.5  

The developments relating to firms taking quasi-political responsibility results in a tension between, 

on the one hand, the aims of competition law, and, on the other hand, inter-firm agreements that 
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pursue a more ‘political’ goal (to which we will refer as RBC-initiatives).6 These goals are not 

generally recognised as relevant under a competition law assessment of such agreements. For 

example, sustainability agreements, agreements enhancing animal welfare and agreements relating 

to providing fair wages to factory workers outside the EU are all scrutinized under competition law. 

Some of these agreements have been held incompatible with these market-rules because the 

interests these RBC-initiatives pursue are difficult to express in the (economic) terms used to 

scrutinize agreements under competition law.7  

For the purpose of our contribution, this incapacity of competition law to incorporate a balancing of 

different interests – the RBC-related interests versus the interests of the market – will be labelled as 

‘the competition law problem’. In the competition law discourse the RBC-interests pursued are 

generally labelled public or non-competition interests; this in contrast to the economic interests or 

competition interests that are protected by competition law.  

Apart from the notion that firms arguably become (quasi-) political actors themselves, it is relevant 

for the discussion on political rights that NGOs and lobby groups play an active role in putting these 

interests on the agenda. Heftier RBC-initiatives often come into being as a result of pressure and 

involvement from civil society. Also, governments themselves may be involved. It can be a conscious 

choice of government not to legislate, but to push for self-regulation by firms instead. Or 

governments can enter into agreements with the private industry on the regulation of specific 

standards, for example on human rights protection.8  

Our competition law problem relates to the exercise of political rights. The term political rights 

covers, of course, clearly defined rights such as (European) citizen’s voting rights or standing rights. 

However – in line with the description of work package 8 for the bEUcitizen project –  we understand 
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political rights in the broader sense:  a category of capacities of citizens to participate in collective 

decision-making processes. Generally such decision-making processes involve balancing and taking 

into account conflicting (public) interests. Participation can take many forms: firms can participate in 

rulemaking procedures; citizens not only participate through voting, but also by participation in 

pressure-groups and other forms of civil society. This influences the political debate. Thus, in the 

understanding of this report, this political process as a whole encompasses the metaphorical arena 

where the different values and public interests are debated and given weight. A balancing between 

competition interests and non-competition interests is, in this sense, inherently political in nature; 

citizens and firms exercise political participation rights when joining the arena in which this debate 

takes place.  

Our aim in writing this report is that intend to provide an analysis of the interplay between the 

competition law problem and the exercise of this broader category of political rights and political 

debate. This analysis will use several lenses, which each shine a light upon an element of the issues 

at stake.  

A first lens focuses, more abstract, on the generally acknowledged tension between the 

economic focus of the European internal market,9 protected by European competition law and the 

social sphere and non-economic elements of society.10 This fits the narrative of the European 

Union’s integration project leading to a social deficit by placing more emphasis on economic 

integration than on embedding this agenda in the social structures of the member states (section 3).  

A second lens focuses on the position of firms as political actors when engaging in RBC-

initiatives: section 4 discusses more elaborately various theoretical outlooks on the (political) role of 

private firms, including the ethics of the firm perspective and the notion of corporate citizenship.  

Thirdly, the lens of the vertical relationship between the EU Member states and the EU will be 

used to analyse the possible situation where the national political level may strike a different 

balance between the interests at stake than the European level would allow (section 5). However, 

before delving deeper into these different perspectives, it is important to provide a better 

understanding of what we refer to as the competition law problem. This is the subject of section 2.   

2. The Competition Law Problem of RBC-initiatives11  

European competition law prohibits anti-competitive agreements between ‘undertakings’.12 Usually 

these agreements are held to be anti-competitive, because they have a detrimental effect on 
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consumer welfare. Such agreements generally result in an increase of (consumer) price or a 

restriction of innovation. However, article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union (TFEU), also provides for an exception: where benefits outweigh the negative effects, an 

agreement may be allowed.13 For example, benefits that can result in higher production costs might 

include a better quality of service, a turn towards innovation, or savings of distribution-costs that 

may accrue to consumers.   

While competition law has been part of the EU-treaties from their inception and has gradually 

evolved into one of the cornerstones of the internal market regime, it is important to note that the 

interpretation of the Treaty provisions has changed during the decades. Since the nineties of the last 

century economization of competition law has been pushed by the European Commission – the main 

actor on the European competition law stage – thus bringing the economic notion of consumer 

welfare at a centre position. Although the Court of Justice of the European Union arguably has not 

accepted consumer welfare as the sole object of European competition law,14 this policy-change has 

resulted in a general acceptation of the consumer-welfare interpretation by the member states’ 

national competition authorities (NCAs) . This is logical as European competition law is directly 

applied also on the national level (conjointly with national competition law) by both NCAs and 

national courts. The notion of consumer welfare, however, is not precisely delineated.15 At its core 

the concept is mostly uncontested and based on the insights of (neo)classical (and neo-liberal) 

economic market theory. Within this paradigm a well-functioning system of competition law is 

generally seen to be one of the basic necessities to provide economic growth and economic welfare.  

The problem is, then, that from the perspective of this paradigm it is difficult to take into account 

other aspects of value within a competition law assessment of agreements. Non-competition 

interests thus relate to elements or values that are difficult to translate into the quantified analyses 

competition economists tend to undertake (or even ought not to be quantified). Take, for example, 

an agreement between competitors to enhance animal welfare (of chickens or piglets) in intensive 

animal husbandry. This generally results in a higher consumer price, because of the higher 

production costs. The agreement would thus be prohibited under European competition law. For the 

agreement to benefit from the abovementioned exception of art. 101 TFEU and to thus be allowed, 

its detrimental effects need to be offset by benefits for consumers. For this, the gains in animal 

welfare would normally have to be quantified. These benefits must offset the price-increase 

resulting from the agreement for the agreement not to be caught by competition law. One can also 

consider the agreements between sportswear brands regarding the payment of wages (a ‘living 

wage’) and better working conditions for factory workers in the developing world. Should this 
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agreement result in an (appreciable) increase of the consumer price within the EU, there is again a 

risk of an infringement of competition law. The benefits of such an agreement are hard to take into 

account in the analysis of the agreement from a competition law perspective, as they do not accrue 

to consumers in the EU but to factory workers in developing countries. From a competition law 

perspective, there is thus simply no (quantifiable) beneficial effect on consumer welfare in the EU.16 

In competition law as interpreted by the European Commission, these benefits would not be taken 

into account. The same goes for ‘future benefits’ that would accrue to future generations. In sum, 

we thus have not only the difficulty of ‘pricing’ the non-economic interests, but also the exclusion of 

benefits that do not accrue to ‘current EU consumers’ (those who pay the higher price).  

Firms now face a dilemma: competition law obliges them to compete and prohibits them from 

entering into RBC-initiatives, as they may have a negative effect on consumer welfare. But there are 

important (and interlinked) drivers that push towards these initiatives: the push towards the 

stakeholder model of corporate responsibilities and a stronger foundation for ethics of the firm; the 

pressure by national and international NGOs for firms to ‘green’ their supply; consumer/citizen-

demands; and the changing general discourse on economic growth as the dominant model.17 Firms 

can of course change their modes of production themselves (the ‘go at it alone’-route). Examples 

show that it is sometimes possible to change towards a more sustainable production mode without 

incurring a loss of market share. Governments can also choose to legislate. But neither options are 

always feasible or even preferred; sometimes for reasons of the slow pace of change. This is also one 

of the reasons why civil society tries to engage firms and opts for cooperation between them. And 

this is one of the reasons why governments might choose to stimulate cooperative RBC-initiatives as 

well.  

In the Netherlands these colliding discourses are clearly visible. Several high-profile cases have 

played out publicly. Sector-wide agreements containing sustainability aims were held by the Dutch 

Competition Authority, the ACM, to be against competition law:  

The first case to take centre stage in the discussion on public interests and competition law was the 

Energy-agreement a sector-covering and widely supported agreement, brokered in typical Dutch 

polder-fashion on providing a more sustainable energy in 2020. Parties to the agreement include 

energy-producers, distributors, the Government, and advisory bodies to the Government (such as the 

Social Economic Council). Part of the agreement related to the (accelerated) closing down of five coal-

fired power plants. This leads to less supply of electricity and to lower emissions of noxious gases and 

particulate matter. In an informal opinion (a non-binding preliminary assessment), the Dutch 

competition authority ACM labelled the closing of coal-fired power plants a restrictive production 

agreement in violation of competition law.
18

  

 

Another case relates to animal welfare, in an agreement relating to the intensive poultry-industry. 

Parties to the agreement include the provincial government, farmers, animal-fodder producers, 
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veterinarians and supermarkets. The agreement would introduce a new type of chicken ‘the chicken 

of tomorrow’ that would provide the chicken with (a.o.) a slightly better – but still short – life. Such an 

agreement, the ACM posed in an informal opinion, would lead to a higher consumer price. To 

investigate possible consumer welfare gains, the ACM undertook a willingness-to-pay review, from 

which it deduced that consumers were not willing to pay this increased price.
19

   

 

A final Dutch example can be found in the case of “blood-coal”. At issue is an agreement between the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and energy production companies, signed under pressure from associations 

such as Amnesty International, stipulating that the energy production companies will individually 

provide transparency on where the coal used in production comes from. This includes coal from 

mines where workers’ circumstances may be sub-optimal and where children may be involved in 

extraction. Coal from these mines is called “blood-coal”. Public awareness through transparency may 

lead energy companies not to cease involvement in these mines (which goal might have been reached 

by a flat-out legislative prohibition) but to ameliorate the circumstances there. The ACM, in an 

informal opinion, indicates that individual transparency is against competition law.
20

  

 

These outcomes – that the agreements were held anti-competitive - were then subject of a lively 

political (and public) debate, to which we will return in section 5. To be sure, this situation and 

subsequent discussion in the Netherlands might seem particular, and in one sense it is: the debate 

so far has been mostly limited to the Netherlands (though this seems to be changing). The problem 

giving rise to the debate is, however, of European origin. As mentioned above, European 

competition law is applied to these cases (and in a small country as the Netherlands, European 

competition law will be generally applicable to any initiative of weight). This means that neither ACM 

nor the government can resolve these cases by simply deviating from a European standard of 

interpretation.  

The background of the competition law problem is tied to both legal notions, economic notions, and 

political processes. By taking the perspective of the exercise of political rights as point of departure 

for a further analysis we will try to bring out the political strands of the competition law problem in 

the next sections.  

3. Disembedded EU Competition law? 

In this section we aim to place the competition law problem within the wider academic and political 

discussion on the ‘disembeddedness’ or ‘decoupling’ of the economic dimension side of EU 

integration (also called ‘Market Europe’) from the social dimension of EU integration (also called 

‘Social Europe’). The tension between competition law and RBC-initiatives seems to fit the narrative 

of disembeddedness quite well. In turn, this has implications for the impact of the exercise of 

political rights in the political arena – referred to above as the space where through deliberation and 

participation of citizens and citizens’ representatives different and colliding interests are mediated.  

It is not easy to distinguish a sole meaning for the term ‘embeddedness’. The concept is used within 

various disciplines, where each scholar seems to add his own flavour at a risk of rendering the term 
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as such completely elusive. At the basis stands Polanyi’s work ‘The Great Transformation’.21 In this 

influential book Polanyi argues for a ‘market society’, where liberal capitalism – in order to genuinely 

prosper – would require a social protectionist response to maintain the relationship between the 

free market and (what is often referred to as) the fabric of society.22 Ruggie gave his own twist to the 

term, famously arguing that the development in the balance between politics and economics in the 

post-war period could be labelled as a movement towards ‘embedded liberalism’.23 Linking the 

notion of embeddedness to the European process of integration, Scharpf added the idea of 

‘decoupling’, describing the process of EU integration as decades of ‘political decoupling of economic 

integration and social-protection issues’.24 Others have labelled this tendency as a general ‘social 

deficit’ of the EU,25 or have analysed the issue from a fundamental rights perspective.26  

As a result of this decoupling, still according to Scharpf, a certain constitutional asymmetry would 

prevail between Market Europe and Social Europe. The increased harmonization between EU 

member states in regulatory regimes within the economic realm and the far-reaching power 

transfers towards Brussels in this regard, seem to have brought Market Europe to the fore. Indeed, 

notions as supremacy and direct effect of EU law doctrines arising early in the EU integration process 

– with of course a glamorous role for the ECJ27 – have created a situation in which policies and 

regulatory regimes at the EU level will take precedence over policies and rules produced at the 

national level. Given the far-reaching harmonization in the area of economic policies and 

competition law, the European Commission and the ECJ would – in case of conflict between EU 

competition law and national governance – in principle give precedence to the EU level competition 
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 Polanyi, K., The Great Transformation: The Political and Economic Origins of Our Time, Beacon Press, 1944. 
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 However, diverging interpretations of Polanyi’s arguments seem to prevail. Indeed, Polanyi seems to play both the role 
of a critic of liberal capitalism and an opponent of ‘capitalism tout court’.’ See: Lacher, H., ‘Embedded Liberalism, 
Disembedded Markets: Reconceptualising the Pax Americana’, New Political Economy (1999), Vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 343-360, 
cited here on 345p. Lacher draws himself upon his earlier work referenced to as Lacher, H., ‘The Politics of the Market: Re-
Reading Karl Polanyi’, Global Society, Vol. 13, no. 3 (1999). See furthermore for a critical approach: Caporaso, J., Tarrow, S., 
‘Polanyi in Brussels: European Institutions and the Embedding of Markets in Society’. In response see: Martin Höpner and 
Armin Schäfer Polanyi in Brussels? Embeddedness and the Three Dimensions of European Economic Integration MPIfG 
Discussion Paper 10/8; Köln Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies, Cologne August 2010, p.3. Also Anderson 
argues along the same lines: Anderson 2009: 541 Anderson, Perry, 2009: The New Old World. London: Verso. 
23

 Ruggie, J. International Regimes, Transactions and Change: Embedded Liberalism in the Postwar Economic Order’, 
International Organization (1982), Vol. 36, no. 2. 
24

 Quotation from Scharpf, F., ‘The European Social Model: Coping with the Challenges of Diversity’, Journal of Common 
Market Studies (2002), Vol. 40, No. 4, p. 646. See more elaborately: Scharpf, F.W. (1999) Governing in Europe. Effective and 
Democratic? (Oxford: Oxford University Press). 
25

 Joerges, C., Rödl, F., ‘On De-formalisation in European Politics and Formalism in European Jurisprudence in Response to 
the "Social Deficit" of the European Integration Project: Reflections after the Judgments of the ECJ in Viking and Laval’, 
Hanse Law Review (2008), Vol. 4, no. 1, pp 3-22. 
26

 For instance, Asteriti (2013) has critically analysed the famous ECJ-judgement in the cases of Viking and Laval, warning 
against a precedence in principle of the (economic) freedom of establishment and freedom to provide services over the 
fundamental right of freedom of association and collective action: Asteriti, Alessandra, Social Dialogue, Laval-Style (January 
27, 2013). 5(2) European Journal of Legal Studies. Available at SSRN: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2207589. Interesting to note 
furthermore, is that this fundamental rights critique has also been voiced in relation to other countries (and not solely to 
the specific dynamics of EU integration). See for instance the report which has recently been presented to the Human 
Rights Council during its 32

nd
 session by the UN Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Assembly and Association, which 

devotes specific attention to so-called ‘free market fundamentalism’ (‘the belief in the infallibility of free market economic 
policies’) which sometimes seems to trump fundamental rights. 
27

 For a critical analysis consult for instance: Alter, K., Rabkin, J., ‘Too Much Power for the Judges?’, in: Zimmerman, H., Dür, 
A., (eds.) ‘Key Controversies in European Integration, Palgrave MacMillan, 2012, pp.79-94 

http://ssrn.com/abstract=2207589
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rules.28 In answer, some push for further EU-integration by elevating clashing political interests 

(those belonging to Social Europe) towards the EU level. This would allow these interests to be 

balanced on an equal footing with the economic interests.29  

If we now return to our competition law  problem, we see that the tension between RBC-initiatives 

and EU competition law – and generally speaking the tension between economic and non-economic 

interests within competition law – fits the narrative of the decoupling or disembeddedness of the 

‘social side’ of EU integration quite well.30 The competition law problem means that the role private 

firms play in promoting and protecting public interests through RBC-initiatives can be hampered by 

the EU’s prominent regulatory presence within the economic realm (more specifically for our 

purposes: by competition law). It should therefore be no surprise that the increased engagement 

with RBC – both of private firms and NGOs and governmental authorities – has been explained by 

Midttun et al (2006) as an attempt to ‘re-embed the economy in a wider societal context, following a 

period of neoliberal market exposure, deregulation, and separation of commercial and societal 

concerns’.31 In line with this – they continue their argument – a distinction seems to prevail between 

‘the old’ politically driven embeddedness (e.g. the classic model of a socialist state) and the ‘new’ 

industry-driven embeddedness (e.g. RBC-initiatives).32  

How private business and governmental authorities relate to one another, may, of course, differ 

fundamentally per country. Within developed economies, scholars usually distinguish two different 

political-economical traditions: liberal market economies and coordinated market economies.33 

More specifically in relation to the coming-into-being of national social policies across the EU 

member states, Van Waarden has distinguished three different traditions of origin: (1) the liberalist 

regime (e.g. the United Kingdom), which strictly follows the rules of supply and demand; (2) the 

statist or étatist tradition (e.g. France), where social policies are essentially set up by the state and 

(3) the so-called corporatist regime (e.g. the Netherlands), which is known for its bottom-up process 

of civil society engagement in drafting policies, ultimately ‘legalised’ by the state.34 If we analyse the 

EU’s mode of governance in these terms, we might conclude that the EU itself tends to follow more 
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 Scharpf refers to what he calls the EU’s ‘logic of lexicographic ordering’ in this context. See Scharpf, F., ‘The European 
Social Model: Coping with the Challenges of Diversity’, Journal of Common Market Studies (2002), Vol. 40, No. 4, p. 648; pp. 
657-658.  
29
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the liberal tradition and, if necessary, resorts to a somewhat statist-like regime. Indeed, Van 

Waarden argues that the EU tries to follow the market as much as possible (he points out: ‘whatever 

can be commodified should be’), but if an EU intervention is required, then it will do so mostly in 

‘the étatist tradition by public regulations, directives, and case law’.35 

However, as a result of the asymmetry between the economic side of EU integration (Market 

Europe) and the social side of EU integration (Social Europe), some of these political-economic 

traditions are at a risk of becoming unbalanced. Where traditionally both social and economic 

interests had to compete at the same political level within the individual member states’ national 

politics, - in the language of Scharpf - this relationship has now ‘become asymmetric as economic 

policies have been progressively Europeanized, while social-protection policies remained at the 

national level.’36 This development has increasingly narrowed down the EU member states’ room for 

manoeuvre in the regulation of their national social policies. The political-economic traditions are 

thus being influenced by the hierarchical application of EU internal market law, including 

competition law. This applies to all Member States, but there might be differences in how this 

impacts the social fabric. It has been noted that especially the corporatist relationship has become 

unbalanced as a result of the increased capital mobility and financial integration within the EU.37 

Indeed, the processes of deregulation have ‘loosened the ties’ that traditionally bound business and 

national governments. Corporatist national regimes, such as the Netherlands, have thus lost quite 

some autonomy in the formulation of new governance and rules together with the private business 

sector – to, for instance, incorporate societal interests.38  

But also the statist model is affected by this development. As Schmidt  has noted, countries such 

as France – of course also bound by EU competition law – cannot be as flexible anymore as they 

used to be in the earlier implementation stages of EU development. Indeed, given the highly 

harmonized and uniform nature of e.g. competition law, it is also difficult to imagine how more 

statist EU member states (such as France) could continue to make exceptions for certain RBC-

initiatives in the implementation of competition law. Though the impact of these developments may 

differ per country, in essence, what we seek to stress here is that the competition law problem 

                                                           
35
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touches the very core of the political-economic traditions of the EU member states and that this 

development may affect countries, even though their models of governance differ.  

4. Responsible Business Conduct as exercise of political rights  

This section aims to discuss the specific dynamics of the interplay between the competition law 

problem and political rights from the point of view of the private firm as political actor. This 

perspective builds upon the idea that a shift in thinking about the place of the firm in society has 

occurred. Whereas in classical liberal theory the firm’s primary duty is to enhance shareholder 

value,39 by many this is now recognized as a view that is too limited. Instead, stakeholder theories 

have taken root: both to explain how companies function (empirical) and how they should function 

(normative). Starting premise for these stakeholder theories of the firm is the fundamental idea that 

firms do not operate in a vacuum, but are an essential part of society at large. Therefore, firms need 

to take account of their impact on stakeholders, which may be – depending on the specifics of the 

theoretical framework – more or less broadly defined. A normative implication of this idea would be 

that the firm is morally obliged to act in this way. This development has been extensively discussed 

within academia, and has resulted in a vast amount of literature on the topic, including on the 

normative foundations of these obligations.40 

The increased engagement with stakeholder theories and, ultimately, the political understanding of 

the position of the firm within society is an interesting shift for our understanding of the competition 

law problem, as it brings public interests into the sphere of decision-making influence of the firm. 

While shareholder value connotes a limited set of values that are intrinsic to the market and thus 

merely connects to the private interests of the firm and its shareholders, stakeholder theory 

encompasses those interests which are both in the public realm and within the firm’s sphere of 

influence. NGOs have also noticed this shifting dynamic and increasingly try to set the agenda of not 

only governments, but also of private firms.41 From here, it is not such a big step to conceptualise 

the RBC-initiatives and the firm as political actors within the notion of (European) citizenship. Taking 

citizenship as a starting premise one could argue that firms, especially when undertaking actions on 

this level, act as (corporate) citizens themselves.42  

The increased engagement with RBC has also not gone unnoticed within the field of sociology. 

Indeed, the changing perspective on the position of private firms connects to a more fundamental 
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shift in society as described by the thinkers of new modernity, notably Beck and Giddens. German 

sociologist Beck has described a ‘dissolution of the political boundaries’, where sub-political arenas 

(‘power positions outside of the existing political frame’) increasingly gain influence.43 In the same 

vein, the general trend towards RBC also illustrates the decentralisation of authority and ‘an 

emergence of political power and authority for originally non-political and non-state actors’.44 

Similar developments have been discussed in a slightly different setting under the label of an 

increased ‘disembeddedness’ of the ‘political decision-making processes […] from traditional sources 

of legitimacy’.45 Following Beck’s argumentation, one might better understand the fundamentally 

political character of RBC-initiatives. By cooperatively changing the level playing field, devising the 

rules of the game, private firms strike a balance between different public values and public interests 

and propose a different set of rules; indeed quite a few have argued for a ‘political understanding’ of 

the popular notion of CSR.46  

If we indeed frame RBC (or CSR for that matter) in political terms, this raises, of course, critical 

questions regarding the legitimacy of both the initiative itself and the limitation thereof by a national 

competition authority or even the European Commission. Within modern representative democracy, 

it seems generally accepted that political power needs legitimacy. Building upon this thought, the 

question becomes first of all whether firms can legitimately decide amongst themselves that certain 

values weigh more than others (and agree for instance that animal welfare is in the end more 

important than consumer welfare). Though this question seems somewhat outside the scope of our 

contribution we have argued that private firms can, indeed, justify their ‘political power’ in terms of 

legitimacy.47  A second question would focus on the role of the competition authorities, charged 

with enforcement of the (European) competition rules. The point here is on which grounds these 

authorities can legitimately decide upon the weighing of the different interests as stake. This 

legitimacy problem can be solved; either by instituting a relationship between the competition 

authority and Parliament (which is, however, at odds with the requirement of independence), or by 
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increasing participation of stakeholders in the decision-making procedure.48 The latter argument 

could equally apply to decision-making by businesses.  

Considering the firm as political actor and the relationship with the competition law problem, it 

should be remembered that from ethics of the firm-theories it does not necessarily follow that firms 

need to act together. Under competition law the go at it alone-route is usually not problematic.  In 

some instances there are, however, overriding reasons to cooperate. Heath, for example, has 

brought forward that firms – in certain market conditions - have a duty to not only behave ethically 

for their own sakes, but also to jointly step outside the market-game and form the rules of play.49 

Here, companies end up drafting their own rules, which are aimed at redressing the negative effects 

of market failures.50 The collective-action problem can form another reason for inter-firm 

cooperation. Indeed, the success of certain RBC-initiatives might well depend on the number of 

firms that are involved in the initiative in the first place. In doing so, firms can be labelled political 

actors and in the terms of this report, they are particpants in the political arena, and are thus 

exercising political rights. EU competition law, with its focus only on the market-interests, then 

imposes limits on this exercise of political rights.  

5. The vertical relationship between member states and the EU 

In the sections above the limits on (the exercise of) political rights have been looked at through the 

lenses of the theory of disembeddedness and theories relating to the firm as political actor. These 

limits ultimately flow from EU law. Thus, we will also need to consider the repercussions this might 

have on the vertical relationship between the EU and political processes in (certain) member states.  

To do so, in this section we will focus specifically on the Dutch situation. The Dutch situation is 

particularly relevant because here cases concerning RBC-initiatives have actually been brought 

before the national competition authority (the ACM). It is also in the Netherlands that – in response 

to these competition law cases – national politics and the national political debate has come into 

action. There is a real risk  of conflict, both on the legal level – a diverging interpretation of European 

competition law on the national level – and on the political level – a diverging outcome of weighing 

within the competition law problem. Thus we will now focus more specifically on the role and 

position of national parliaments, national governments and national civil society.  

The relevant competition law cases were described above (in section 2) where we set out the 

competition law problem. In summary: several inter-firm initiatives were (provisionally) deemed 

anti-competitive by the Dutch competition authority. The political debate ultimately led to demands 

from (national) Parliament to the Minister of Economic Affairs. The Minister of Economic Affairs is 

responsible for competition policy and – in a political sense – for the organisationally independent 

competition authority (ACM). In essence, the Dutch parliament asked: how is it possible that these 

broadly-supported agreements in which our government has been so very much involved, can 

simply be halted by the competition authority? Is it not strange that on the one side of government 
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a minister sits at the table negotiating an agreement with a business sector, which, on the other side 

of government, the competition agency authority can block? Could not the Minister of Economic 

Affairs stop the ACM from doing this?  

In response, the Minister of Economic Affairs explained first that he could not simply block the ACM 

from doing what it did, especially because the ACM had only issued a preliminary opinion and, in 

doing so, was applying European competition law. ACM is of course provided with independent 

powers, precisely to have it somewhat bolstered against political whims. However, in spite of this 

complex legal background, the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs promised to do what national 

parliament asked for: to look for room for improvement in the context of sustainability 

cooperation.51 The Ministry of Economic Affairs then published a draft for new policy-guidelines on 

Competition and Sustainability for consultation. ACM should follow such policy-guidelines when 

assessing individual cases.52 This type of guidelines (legally) obviously apply only to national 

competition law. But because national and European competition law are very much intertwined, 

the guidelines implicitly also relate to the application of European competition law: if there is no 

wiggle room in European law, for a small country as the Netherlands, there is not much sense in 

providing a diverging interpretation of national law. As part of the official public consultation-

procedure, several reactions were received on the draft guidelines. These included reactions from 

the European Commission and ACM.53 These reactions – and presumably especially the latter two – 

led the Minister to inform Parliament (in spring 2016) of the latest developments: it had become 

clear that though the Minister had wanted to take concrete steps towards integrating the non-

economic interests into the competition law framework, he was seriously urged by both the 

European Commission and ACM that such an integration would violate EU competition law. 

Therefore, her proposed to only slightly change existing guidelines and focus on other legal and 

political routes instead.54  

We think the Dutch situation provides an interesting example both from a legal point of view and 

from a political rights perspective. As for the legal point of view, firstly it must be pointed out that 

there is really no final consensus on the ‘correct’ interpretation of EU competition law. The 

European Commission, as mentioned above, has committed to a more economic approach towards 

competition law: it applies EU competition law in this manner and has published several guidelines 

on its position. But the Commission’s position is not uncontested – though the voices arguing against 

the economic interpretation are not an overwhelming majority. More importantly, however, is the 

position of the European Court of Justice in this debate. The CJEU has indeed accepted consumer 

welfare as a relevant factor for competition law, but it has (so far) not explicitly ruled against 

including the type of public interests at stake in RBC-initiatives in a competition law framework. 

From a legal point of view, the Commission is ‘merely’ an administrative body, which applies EU 

competition law in specific cases. It is up to the CJEU to give a final ruling on the correct 
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interpretation of this body of law. Secondly, the Dutch government also does not have a direct say in 

how EU competition law should be interpreted and applied. But national competition authorities are 

legally obliged (by EU law) to apply EU competition law to cases simultaneous with their national 

competition rules. In practice, the guidelines of the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs can thus 

hardly be separated from the application of EU law. But, again legally the advice of the Commission 

cannot be binding for the national Minister of Economic Affairs, as the Ministry’s guidelines formally 

only relate to national competition law.  

The Dutch situation is also compelling from an institutional perspective, especially with a view to 

political rights and interests. Both in the realisation of RBC-agreements –  which resulted in the 

competition cases where ACM ultimately concluded that the agreements were anti-competitive – 

and in the ensuing political debate civil society organisations – NGOs, but also the National Social 

and Economic Council - were heavily involved. It was ultimately the Dutch national Parliament that 

urged the Minister to try to provide for more room for RBC-initiatives within the framework of 

competition law. Within Dutch political society a strong voice thus sounded for a diverging 

interpretation of competition law.55 Although it is too early to tell with any certainty, this situation 

could be interpreted as that ‘Dutch politics’ – through parliament – called for a different 

interpretation of these RBC-initiatives from a competition law perspective; different from the 

European Commission, that is. If we would try and express this – again – in the language of 

decoupling and disembedding, one might argue that the ‘technocratic’ and Market Europe-focused 

European Commission hinders the Member States (in this case the Netherlands) from pursuing a 

social goal. This could, ultimately, lead to a further disembedding of competition law from the 

national social fabric. This is all the more troubling because on the legal level it is ultimately not clear 

whether the Commission’s interpretation is accepted fully by the Court of Justice.   

6. Final remarks: what way forward?  

In this report the tension between European competition law and RBC-initiatives has been analysed 

from different points of view. Our analysis points towards a deeper tension between the economic 

and the social side of the EU, which builds upon an existing discussion within academia around the 

idea of ‘disembeddedness of the EU integration process’. The competition law problem placed 

central in this report seems to fit well within this narrative: while national political preferences in the 

member states might call for private firms to cooperate for the sake of certain public interests, EU 

competition law does not allow for the member states to strike a diverging balance between 

economic and non-economic interests.  

Though in this report we have so far shied away from taking a very normative view, one might argue 

that the issue should be taken seriously at the European level; not so much because the goals 

pursued by RBC-initiatives are in themselves worthwhile goals - though we would support this 

normative position this is in the end a political call to make - but because EU competition law bears 

the risk of further disembedding the EU integration process from all sorts of social public interests. 

The way in which European competition law currently deals with RBC-initiatives in a way de-

politicises the underlying tension in these cases.56 Indeed, it is relatively easy to see the public 

interests as inherently foreign to competition law, and thus to keep competition law hermetically 
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sealed from these ‘pollutants’. From the perspective of this report, due regard should be given to 

possible political consequences, also at the European level. The competition law problem as 

described in this report, could ultimately lead to an increase in the tension between the EU and its 

Member States. The outcome of competition analyses of RBC-initiatives should therefore not be (nor 

should it be framed as) a merely technocratic exercise in the application of harmonized rules.  

Bearing in mind the critique of authors (e.g. Scharpf) on the asymmetry between Market Europe and 

Social Europe a possible way forward could be to elevate clashing political interests (those 

‘belonging’ to the ‘social Europe’) towards the EU level. This would allow them to be balanced on an 

equal footing with the economic interests. In the context of our competition law problem this could 

mean in practice that more attention could be given to the public interests pursued by RBC-

initiatives also in the Commission’s assessment of competition law cases on the EU level. While this 

might seem an attractive way out from a legal point of view, in essence this boils down to re-

politicising the conflicting interests of competition and non-economic public interests (e.g. 

sustainability and animal welfare). This idea thus provokes several questions, to which we cannot 

provide an answer here. Indeed, one may wonder: which EU institution would be legitimized to 

make such a (political) judgement call? Would it be the European Commission? And if so, what if 

member states still do not agree with the outcome of the European Commission’s decision?  

In the existing literature scholars have also provided for several legal solutions. There is no space 

here to fully discuss these solutions, so we will merely point them out as possible ways forward, 

which deserve further attention.  First, as to legal solutions, it has been brought forward that in the 

current Treaty provisions, there is actually enough room to provide a somewhat broader 

interpretation than the one adhered to by the European Commission. This might provide room for a 

weighing of conflicting interests. There might be such room in article 101 (1) TFEU (through the 

concept of inherent restrictions for example), or in article 101 (3) TFEU (through a different kind of 

balancing). It might also be possible to use the useful effect doctrine, where the government ‘takes 

over’ an RBC-initiative and declares it binding on all parties (this is the route currently under scrutiny 

of the Dutch minister of Economic Affairs). Or one might use the (underdeveloped) notion of the 

solidarity-exception to take RBC-initiatives outside the range of the competition law provisions.57 

These ‘legal routes’ are currently under discussion and until today their limits and possibilities 

remain unclear. To be sure: these are not easy exercises to undertake, as the legal framework is not 

fully developed and – in certain aspects – unclear. Neither have the remit on RBC-initiatives been 

fully explored. However, these are options that for example the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs 

might want to exhaust before even contemplating a possibility of a Treaty-change.  

Legal and political solutions are not to be separated, of course: it is usually through the exercise of 

political rights that the law adapts itself, though it is also possible that a fully legal ‘solution’ is 

reached through courts’ intervention, in this case of the CJEU.58 When ‘new’ legal routes are tried in 

response to political pressure, these routes usually tend to merge both a legal and a political 

approach. As to the political arena, it has become clear that though the Dutch situation might be 

particular in the sense of fierce and public debate, that debate is now taken up in other member 

states as well, as it is in Brussels. Civil Society organisations – and even the OECD – have put the 
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tension between RBC-initiatives and competition law on their agenda, and European policy makers 

are also in a process of discussing the matter. Meanwhile, the Dutch government has urged the 

European Commission to provide for more clarity. Surely, the tension between RBC-initiatives and 

competition law and possible solutions to this problem require further scrutiny.  

Conclusion 

This report has analysed the tension between EU competition law and RBC-initiatives. Our analysis 

points towards the conclusion that this tension correlates with more fundamental changes within 

society, most notably a shift in thinking about the place of the firm in society, which provides the 

impetus for the increased engagement with RBC. At the same time, non-economic public interests 

seem to remain foreign to EU competition law and institutions, such as the EU commission and the 

Dutch National Competition Authority, remain until now largely unable to weigh these interests in 

their competition law analysis. The way in which European competition law currently deals with 

RBC-initiatives, thus demonstrates the disembedded nature of EU competition law and provides an 

example of the rising asymmetry between so-called ‘social Europe’ and ‘market Europe’. This report 

has stressed that this tension seems problematic and could in the long run greaten the tensions 

between the EU and its member states. The problem might be solved by merging legal and political 

solutions on both the level of the member states and the European level. However, these possible 

solutions deserve further scholarly attention.  

 


